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Finely-tuned campaign management
Generate higher quality leads, improve customer engagement 
and optimize ROI by identifying and adjusting to trends 

Barrier busting lead management
Precise list targeting for more  
personalized outbound campaigns  
and intelligent routing of inquiries  
for rapid response by the right rep

l aser focused sales lead follow-up
Quick lead handling with more deals closing thanks  
to incredible focus on highest potential opportunities

Powerful productivity
t asks are effectively managed so all action 
items are completed on schedule and 
nothing slips through the cracks

Flawless opportunity pipeline analysis
Maximized wins due to incredible forecasting accuracy and 
the ability to track and drive deals through the pipeline

Hyper-accelerated case resolution
Increased customer satisfaction through 

optimized customer service issue processing 
and visibility into complete customer history 

Business mobility mastery
Incredible ability to manage business, service 
customers and close deals anywhere, anytime 

through smartphone or tablet device

Razor-sharp reflexes to stay on top 
Rapid, sound, big-picture perspective decision-making 

through real-time dashboards of critical business information

t elescopic business insight 
Magnified awareness of customer behaviors, 

business opportunities and operational inefficiencies 
through built-in and custom reports
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